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Abstract— In real life, mostly problems are dynamic. Many 
algorithms have been proposed to handle the static problems, but 
these algorithms do not handle or poorly handle the dynamic 
environment problems. Although, many algorithms have been 
proposed to handle dynamic problems but still, there are some 
limitations or drawbacks in every algorithm regarding diversity 
of particles and tracking of already found optima. To overcome 
these limitations/drawbacks, we have proposed a new efficient 
algorithm to handle the dynamic environment effectively by 
tracking and locating multiple optima and by improving the 
diversity and convergence speed of algorithm. In this algorithm, 
a new method has been proposed which explore the undiscovered 
areas of search space to increase the diversity of algorithm. This 
algorithm also uses a method to effectively handle the overlapped 
and overcrowded particles. Branke has proposed moving peak 
benchmark which is commonly used MBP in literature. We also 
have performed different experiments on Moving Peak 
Benchmark. After comparing the experimental results with 
different state of art algorithms, it was seen that our algorithm 
performed more efficiently. 
 
Index Terms—Classical Optimization Techniques, Clustering, 
Particle Swarm Optimizer, Dynamic Environment, Diversity, 
tracking optima 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
lot of work has been done and is in progress in EAs for 
static environment [1]. But, recently, research in EAs is 
taking turn towards dynamic environment because most of the 
real world problems which we face in daily life are dynamic.in 
static environment, no record is maintained for the changing 
optima instead we just locate the optima but in dynamic 
environment, we have to not only locate the multiple optima 
but also have to track the trajectory of changing optima in 
search space. 
Several techniques in evolutionary schemes have been 
developed to address dynamic optimization problems. These 
schemes include diversity schemes [2] [3] [4], memory 
schemes [5] [6] [7] multi-population schemes [8] [9] adaptive 
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schemes [10] [11] [12] multi-objective optimization methods 
[13] [14] [15] and problem change detecting approaches [16] 
and prediction schemes [17].  
 
PSO has been very commonly used due to its attractive 
features like ease of implementation and no gradient 
information needed. It is being used to solve a large number of 
optimization problems although some of these problems can 
also be solved by genetic algorithms, neural networks etc. So, 
it can be used where we do not have gradient or where usage 
of gradient can be costly. 
 Basic PSO is a stochastic optimization technique which has 
been performed well for static optimization problems [18]. But 
diversity loss is the main limitation of basic PSO to handle 
dynamic environment. The gbest particle plays a critical role 
to reduce the diversity of the basic PSO. It strongly attracts the 
other particles, so they prematurely converge on the local 
optima or global optima towards the gbest particle. Whereas 
for DOPs, these particles should locate more and more local 
optima so that they may help in next environment. Diversity 
can be increases by using multi-population method so in this 
method multiple clusters cover different peaks. But, then, we 
have to face the problems like how to guide the particles to 
move towards a sub region, how to determine number of 
particles in a cluster, how to determine the number of clusters 
and so on. 
Recently, a clustering PSO has been proposed by Yang and 
Li to handle these problems in [19]. They have used the 
nearest neighbor learning strategy for training the particles and 
hierarchal clustering method to locate and track multiple 
optima in dynamic environment. They employ the clustering 
in two phases  
1) rough clustering and  
2) refining clustering.  
Although in [20], they have simplified their approach by 
removing the training method and employing the clustering 
method in one step. Because instead using refining clustering, 
same objective can be achieved by using a threshold 
max_subsize which controls the number of particles in a 
cluster. Second, training process was removed because there 
was no further need of it in [20] so in this way, computational 
resources can be used for local search. 
 At last, in experimental study section, different 
comparisons have been performed between our proposed 
method and recently published algorithm CPSO.  
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II. RELATED WORK 
 Basic algorithm can be describes in the following way, a 
swarm of particles fly to find the peaks in search space. Each 
particle keeps record of its own best position in the search 
space, which is called pbest position of a particle. Each 
particle also keeps record of best value, called lbest value, 
which is the best value among all pbest values of all particles. 
In each iteration, each particle updates its velocity and 
position and move towards the lbest. The velocity equation 
has social component as well as cognitive component. Setting 
a small social component and large cognitive component may 
help the particles to exploit the search space effectively and to 
avoid to stuck in local minima. Whereas setting a large social 
component and small cognitive component may help the 
particles to quickly converge on global optima. Different 
versions of PSO have been proposed so different variations of 
velocity equation have been proposed. In [21] velocity and 
position of particles is updated in the following way. 
 
 
Fig 1. Basic PSO 
 
𝑣𝑖𝑑 (𝑡 + 1) =  𝛾𝑣𝑖𝑑 (𝑡) + ἡ1𝑟1(𝑝𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑑 − 𝑥𝑖𝑑(𝑡)) +
ἡ2𝑟2(𝑔𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑑 − 𝑥𝑖𝑑(𝑡))                (1) 
 
 
𝑥𝑖𝑑(𝑡 + 1) = 𝑥𝑖𝑑(𝑡) + 𝑣𝑖𝑑(𝑡 + 1)       (2) 
 
Here 
ἡ1𝑟1(𝑝𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑑 − 𝑥𝑖𝑑(𝑡)) 
 
is called cognitive component and 
 
ἡ2𝑟2(𝑔𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑑 − 𝑥𝑖𝑑(𝑡)) is called social component. Where 
w : inertial weight . 
η1, η2: acceleration constants. 
r1, r2: random numbers. 
xdi(t) : position of particle i in dimension d at time t. 
xdi(t + 1): position of particle in dimension d at time t+1. 
vti : velocity of particle i in dimension d at time t. 
vdi(t + 1) : velocity of particle i in dimension d at time t+1. 
pbestdi: pbest of particle i in dimension d. 
gbestd: gbest of the group. 
 
r1 € U (0, 1) and r2 € U (0, 1) in combination with 
0 < c1, c2v≥ 2 
are used to determine the maximum step that a particle can 
take in each iteration. w  € U(0,1) determines the effect of the 
previous velocity on new calculated velocity. 
     The framework of the original PSO is shown in Basic 
PSO algorithm. According to Kennedy, if we remove the 
social component from the equation (2) i.e. use of the 
cognition only model degrades the performance of the swarm 
[22]. This may be due to fact that there is no interaction 
between different particles. But when we use the social only 
model then it gives the performance better than original PSO 
on specific problems. 
     Basically, there are two main versions of the PSO: lbest 
model and gbest model. They are categorized on their 
neighborhood. In gbest model, neighborhood consists of 
whole swarm so each particle can share information with any 
other particle whereas in lbest model, neighborhood consists 
of only some fixed particles. Both models give different 
performance on different problems. According to Kennedy 
and Eberhart [22] and Poli et al. [23], gbest model results in 
faster convergence but have a high probability of getting 
stuck in local optima. Whereas lbest model have less chances 
of getting stuck in local optima but also have slow 
convergence speed. 
III. PROPOSED TECHNIQUE 
     Our algorithm works in the following way: Algorithm 
starts by generating a cradle swarm. After generating clusters 
using single linkage hierarchal clustering method, these 
clusters exploit those sub-regions of search space which are 
covered by these clusters. Then overlapping, overcrowding 
and convergence check are performed on these clusters to 
control the redundancy. At the end of each iteration, if an 
environmental change is detected then a new cradle swarm is 
generated with reservation of positions of converged clusters 
of previous environments. 
     In cluster based PSO algorithms, number of clusters and 
size of clusters play an important role. If we distribute too 
many clusters in search space, then it may be wastage of 
computational resources. On the other hand, if there are too 
small clusters then algorithm may not locate the peaks 
efficiently. To overcome this problem, different methods have 
been used to generate multiple clusters e.g. single linkage 
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hierarchal clustering : Shengxiang Yang and Changhe Li '10 
[20], k-means clustering algorithm: Kennedy’00 [9], shifting 
balance GA (SBGA): Oppacher and Wineberg ’99, Self-
organizing scouts (SOS) GA: Branke et al ’00, nbest PSO and 
niching PSO (NichePSO): Brits ’02, Speciation based PSO 
(SPSO): Parrott and Li ’04 [23], Charged PSO (mCPSO) and 
quantum swarm optimization (mQSO): Blackwell and Branke 
’06 [25]. Each clustering method has different pros and cons. 
For example, number of clusters must be predefined in k-
means, mCPSO and mQSO. But it is very difficult to know the 
optimum value of k for a specific population and it is usually 
problem dependent. Setting non-optimum value of k can result 
in improper number of clusters. For SPSO, mCPSO, and 
mQSO, the search radius must be given by experimental 
results. Similarly, NichePSO and SPSO, create the clusters 
without analyzing the distribution of population. We are 
following the Single Linkage Hierarchal Clustering method. 
We have compared this with other methods of creating 
multiple clusters and found that it is more suitable to 
automatically create proper number of clusters in different 
areas of search space. This method works for any dynamic 
environment especially for undetectable dynamic 
environments. 
 
Fig 2. Flow Chart of DCPSO 
 
The clustering method works in following way. First a list 
G is created of size cradle swarm in such a way that each 
cluster in G contains just one particle of cradle swarm. Then 
FindNearestPair algorithm is called iteratively to find a such 
pair of clusters which have shortest distance between them and 
total number of particles in both clusters does not exceed by a 
specific threshold (max subsize) .Once such pair has been 
found then these two clusters are merged together. This 
process continues until all clusters in G have particles more 
than 1. By using the max subsize threshold, number of clusters 
and size of each cluster is automatically determined. As 
described in algorithm PSO. 
A linear decreasing scheme has been also used for inertia w 
to fast the convergence process as in [21]. 
 
w = wmax – {(wmax - wmin) * c_itr} / ritr      (3) 
 
 
Fig 3. Updation of gbest of a cluster 
 
Here, 
wmax = upper bound of inertia 
wmin = lower bound of inertia 
c_itr =count cluster iteration, 
     ritr = number of iterations remaining before environment 
change 
 
To calculate the remaining iterations  
ritr = (Ucf – evals) / p_size 
where 
Ucf = change frequency i.e. environment will change after 
these fitess evaluations 
p_size = total particles in all clusters including cradle 
swarm 
     We have used a different method to update local best of  
each cluster during exploration [20]. In traditional way, when 
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a lbest position of a cluster is updated then all dimensions of 
this lbest are replaced with new position. In this way, some 
dimensions may have promising information which will be 
lost due to updating of all dimensions of lbest. To overcome 
this problem, useful information is extracted from improved 
dimensions of improved particles rather than all dimensions of 
a lbest are updated. When a new position is found, each 
dimension of lbest is check iteratively. We replace the 
dimension of lbest with corresponding dimensional value of 
particle if a better fitness value is found. After updating the 
pbest and lbest of particles of all clusters, a new technique is 
used to update the lbest of worst cluster among other clusters 
as shown in Algorithm 2. A worst cluster is identified based on 
the fitness of its lbest position. First a worst cluster is identified. We 
extract useful information from best dimensions of lbest of 
other clusters. We iteratively update the dimensions of lbest of 
worst cluster, if we found better fitness value against that 
position. Once lbest of worst cluster has been updated then all 
particles of worst clusters are moved to that updated lbest. 
     We can, also, use the concept of confidence value i.e. if we 
found a new position; we set its confidence value to 1 and if, 
again, this position comes then its confidence value will be 
incremented and so on. If we get a position with confidence 
value higher than or equal to 2 then we move the particles of 
worst cluster to that new position. 
     Normally overlapping check is performed based on the 
radius of the cluster. Distance between lbest of clusters is 
calculated and if this distance is less than the radius of the 
clusters then they are combined or any one is removed. In this 
method, it is assumed that each cluster just covers one peak. 
But, in real scenario, a cluster can cover more than one peak 
so the merging or removing the cluster is not an efficient 
method. 
     To check overlapping of different clusters, we have used a 
method defined in [20]. In this method, first we find two 
overlapping clusters and calculate the overlapping ration 
between these two clusters. To calculate ratio of cluster a, we 
find number of particles of cluster a within the radius of 
cluster b and vice versa. After calculating the percentage, 
smaller percentage is taken and if this percentage is less than a 
specific threshold R then both clusters are merged together. 
We do this process for all clusters.  
After handling the overlapped clusters, overcrowding check 
is performed otherwise too many particles may search for a 
single peak so this can be wastage of resources. In this 
method, we remove a specific numbers of particles from a 
cluster if number of particles it contained bypass a specific 
threshold. Here max_subsize is a threshold value. 
A convergence check is performed to identify whether a 
cluster has converged or not. For this purpose, we set a small 
threshold value. If the radius of a cluster is less than this small 
threshold value, then we consider that cluster as a converged 
cluster. We save its lbest to track the movements in next 
environment. 
 
 
Fig 4. Finding a new best position 
 
     When we perform convergence and overlapping check then 
there can be a scenario that we are with no clusters. So, to 
handle this specific case, we repopulate the main cluster with 
some random particles. 
     Every dynamic PSO must be able to detect the 
environmental changes [26]. There are different approaches to 
detect environmental change. For example, we can use the 
deterioration in population performance or time averaged best 
performance [27]. We may use some monitoring particles in 
fitness space. We can iteratively check the fitness of these 
particles. If fitness of these particles changes then we can say 
that an environmental change has occurred. We can also 
reevaluate the pbest of each particle before updating [23]. 
Similarly, there are other approaches too. In this paper, we are 
using lbest positions to detect environmental change. We 
simply reevaluate the lbest particles over all clusters. If an 
environmental change is detected, we save the lbest of each 
remaining clusters. Then add these saved lbest into a new 
generated main cluster. Then again clustering is performed on 
the new generated cluster. 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY 
     The default configurations which we have used in our 
proposed algorithm are given in Table 1. We have performed 
the experiments on MPB problem proposed by Branke 
because it is the widely used dynamic benchmark. In this 
moving peak benchmark problem, a peak can change its 
height, width, and location. This MPB problem can be defined 
as: 
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Fig 5. Applying overcrowding check for a cluster 
 
𝐹(𝑥, 𝑡) = max
𝑖=1…𝑝
𝐻𝑖(𝑡)
1+𝑊𝑖(𝑡) ∑ (𝑥𝑗(𝑡)−𝑋𝑖𝑗(𝑡))2
𝐷
𝑗=1
      (4) 
 
 
Hi(t): height of peak i at time t 
Wi(t): width of peak i at time t 
Xij(t): jth element of location of peak i 
p: number of peaks. 
 
Table 1: MPB Problem Settings 
Parameter Name Parameter Value 
Number of dimensions, D 5 
H [30,70] 
Shift length, s 1.0 
Height severity 7.0 
Width severity 1.0 
Peak shape Cone 
p (no. of peaks) 10 
Ucf (change frequency) 10000 
Basic function No 
Correlation coefficient, λ 0 
S [0,100] 
W [1,12] 
I 50 
 
The peak can move in any direction with velocity vi(t). This is 
given below: 
 
𝑣𝑖(𝑡) =  
𝑠
|𝑟+𝑣𝑖(𝑡−1)|
((1 − ƛ)𝑟 + ƛ𝑣𝑖(𝑡 − 1))      (5) 
 
Where 
s: shift length, determines severity of problem 
r: random vector 
λ: correlated parameter . 
A peak update its position, height and width in the following 
ways: 
Hi(t) = Hi(t − 1) ∗ height severity ∗ σ   (6) 
Wi(t) = Wi(t − 1) ∗ width severity ∗ σ   (7) 
                        Xij(t) = Xij(t − 1) + vi(t)           (8) 
Here σ normal distribution random number with mean 0 and 
variation of 1. 
To calculate performance of algorithm, offline error is used. 
 
𝜇 =  
1
𝑁
 ∑(ℎ𝑛 −  𝑓𝑛)
𝑁
𝑛=1
 
Where 
 
hn  = best value of nth environment  
N = total environments 
fn  = optimal solution of nth environment 
 
We first find differences between best solutions and optimal 
solutions per environmental change then we find average of all 
these differences. Fitness evaluations are calculated by 
multiplying change frequency with total number of 
environments i.e.  
 fitness evaluations = N * Ucf  
For our experiments, we have set N = 100 and Ucf = 106 and 
average of 50 runs with different seeds is taken for these 
experiments. 
V. RESULTS 
 
     Different experiments have been performed with different 
configurations. MPB problems have been used for 
experiments with default settings. Different combinations of 
M and N are used where M denotes size of cradle swarm and 
N denotes size of sub-swarm. Table 2 shows offline error with 
average of 50 runs. Total numbers of generated clusters are 
shown in Table 3. Number of survived clusters are shown in 
Fig 4. Survived clusters contain both converged and non-
converged clusters. Table 4 shows number of found peaks. 
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Table 2: Offline Error with different values of parameters 
 N = 2 N = 3 N = 4 N = 5 N = 7 
M = 10 3.76 4.46 4.83 7 5.3 
M = 30 1.75 1.97 2.46 3.5 3.4 
M = 50 1.4 1.39 1.77 1.6 2.54 
M = 70 1.48 1.01 1.47 1.51 1.95 
M=100 2.3 1.5 1.1 1.2 1.76 
 
     If a peak is within search radius of a cluster then we 
consider it to be found by algorithm. We have used this 
measure because it performs very well for our experiments i.e. 
when performance of algorithm is compared with different 
configuration values of M and N then it gives very good 
results.  
 
Table 3: Number of Clusters generated 
 N = 2 N = 3 N = 4 N = 5 N = 7 
M = 10 5 5 3 2.39 3 
M = 30 16 12.5 8 7 5.5 
M = 50 25.5 17 14 12 8.5 
M = 70 38 26.5 20 17 11 
M= 100 55 33 28 22 17 
 
 
 
Fig. 6. Offline Error 
 
     It can be seen from Table 2 and Fig 6 that configuration 
plays very vital role in performance of DCPSO. If we set 
value of M very high or very low while value of N remains 
fixed, then performance of DCPSO also changes. It was 
observed from experiments that where size of cradle swarm M 
is set to 70 and maximum sub-swarm size is set to 30 then our 
algorithm gives optimum results.  
 
Table 4: Number of Peaks Found 
 N = 2 N = 3 N = 4 N = 5 N = 7 
M = 10 3.8 3.16 2.8 2.41 2.32 
M = 30 5.99 5.5 4.54 4.12 3.6 
M = 50 6.89 6.45 5.67 5.04 4.58 
M = 70 8 7.25 6.42 5.9 5.21 
M= 100 7.26 7.75 7 6.48 5.76 
 
     Analysis of Table 3 and Table 4 shows that DCPSO found 
more peaks when we set population size larger. In fact, when 
we set population size larger, then more clusters are generated, 
and more peaks are found by algorithm so performance of 
DCPSO also increases. But to achieve optimal results, we 
have to set change frequency according to problem otherwise 
we may get different results. 
      
Comparison of DCPSO and CPSO 
     We have compared our results with latest clustering PSO 
for dynamic environment [20]. A comparison of CPSO and 
DCPSO is given in Fig 8. We have performed this experiment 
with default configurations setting the size of population 70 
and the cluster size (max_size) equal to 3 for CPSO and 
DCPSO. 
 
Fig. 7. Survived Clusters 
 
     We can see in Fig 8 that with these configuration setting 
our proposed algorithm performs better in all comparisons i.e. 
it generates more clusters, found more peaks, give less offline 
error and result in more number of survived sub swarms. 
 
 
Fig 8. Comparison of CPSO and DCPSO 
 
     If we take careful analysis of this comparison and other 
experiments then we can see that these results also support our 
idea/concept that by using explore_area() method, our 
algorithm try to find out the undiscovered area and then 
exploit those area(s) to find more peaks in the search space. 
Although, there is no guarantee that it will always find an 
undiscovered area because it is also possibility that new 
created cluster may overlap with some existing cluster(s) so in 
this case we perform overlapping check. But, still, our 
algorithm try to perform better by increasing the diversity of 
the algorithm as we have discussed before that due to 
0
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environment change and overlapping, overcrowding and 
convergence check, the population size and number of clusters 
may decrease and, in this situation, it becomes very difficult 
for any algorithm to locate and track multiple peaks. So, if our 
algorithm does not find a new location then, still, it tries to 
improve its performance. 
     By taking analysis of all experiments, it can be seen that 
performance of DCPSO vary if we change initial population 
size or if cluster size is changed. So, we have to set optimal 
configuration according to problem to achieve optimal results. 
It was seen that our algorithm gives optimal results when we 
set cradle swarm size to 70 and sub-swarm size to 3 with 
default configuration on MPB problem. 
 
A. Conclusion and Future work 
     Many Particle Swarm Optimizer algorithms are present 
currently for Dynamic Optimization problems. Many 
researchers have used multi swarm method to locate and track 
multiple optima in dynamic environment. But, there are also 
some issues which needs to be considered when using multi 
swarm method; For example, how clusters should be created, 
how particles of different clusters should be guided to divert 
them to a specific sub-region, how number of clusters should 
be determined and so on. 
     Our proposed DCPSO performs very well for dynamic 
environment by efficiently finding and tracking multiple 
peaks. For generating proper number of clusters, a single 
linkage hierarchical clustering scheme is used. Then to exploit 
the undiscovered sub regions and to move particles to specific 
sub regions, a local search method is used. Our algorithm also 
uses a different learning strategy to speed up searching and 
convergence process. Then our algorithm extracts the best 
information by exploring the undiscovered regions of search 
space to find a new best position and to improve the diversity 
of clusters by maintaining clusters strength. DCPSO also used 
a scheme to handle dynamic environment by using best 
positions of previous environment in new environment. 
     Based on experimental results, we can conclude that our 
proposed algorithm performs very well in terms of finding and 
tracking multiple optima in dynamic environment. We have 
compared performance of our algorithm with CPSO and found 
that our algorithm outperforms then CPSO w.r.t. change 
severity in search space. 
     Finally, according to experiments, DCPSO is a good 
optimizer for dynamic environments specially when there are 
multiple changing peaks in dynamic fitness landscape. 
 Although, DCPSO is performing very well still there are 
some issues which can be addressed in future. E.g. during 
convergence check, converged clusters are removed which 
results in reduction of population size. Although we add some 
particles randomly but still there is possibility that these 
particles may be attracted by existing clusters. So more work 
needs to be done. 
 We have set fixed value of sub-swarm size in our algorithm 
which is not a good approach so more work can be done to 
make it self-adaptive. 
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